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About This Game

"Audioshield is the most purely joyful time I’ve had with a facebox on" (Alec Meer, Rock Paper Shotgun)

"Audioshield: Feels like music-melee Missile Command-and we love it" (Ars Technica)

"AudioShield -- a rhythm game -- is HTC Vive's killer app" (Jeff Grubb, VentureBeat)

Experience your entire music collection in VR. Audioshield puts you at the point of impact for every hit in your music. Beats
glide in slowly for mellow parts of songs, then ramp up for intense parts of songs with cross-body, double-shield, and high-

altitude hits.

Audioshield uses an advanced version of Audiosurf 2's music analysis system to sync with any song from your collection.

Every song has its own online leaderboard. Audioshield also supports local leaderboards to easily compete with friends during
look-at-my-awesome-new-VR-system parties.

"Let's punch the hell out of music in virtual reality with Audioshield" (Polygon)

"Audioshield found some neuroreceptor in the deepest cavern of my brain—one that can only be stimulated by an incredible
combination of sight, sound, and motion—and flooded it with a sensation that has left me reeling for days." (Ars Technica)

"Fighting Music in VR. This is the coolest sh** ever." (Jericho)
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"VR Missile Command inside a neon rave, set to your own music." (PC Gamer)

"The physicality of standing in place to fend off incoming orbs feels powerful" (IGN)

"...your music library comes to life as a fully immersive gaming experience" (UploadVR)
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"We come to the deserts to die by your hands and respawn enlightened by the vision of our long forgotten mortality. Glorious Blade
Saint, bring us, UBERMOSH!"

When you can't get enough of UBERMOSH.
8/10. My 4 year old loves it. Game has great style, easy to understand controls.. An amazing vn about queer ladies in space that
made me feel sad in a good way. Take control of a miniture Titan, purging mutant warp spawned llamas in the name of our
glorius Emperor of Mankind. This twin stick shooter has everything a Warhammer 40k fan could ask for... Bolters, Flamers,
Kraken missles, even Helfrost weaponry... it's so rare to see that in a 40k game though.

Though it's not too high on content, it is VERY fun, and that is enough.. Nothing I've played has captured the feeling of first
playing FF on the NES like Last Dream has, it's everything the 10 year old from back then wanted and more. If there is
something in the game you wished you could do but can't, look around more, you probably can - and the expansion, World
Unknown, is just as good and even works great as a stand alone title. If you want to make the game harder, easier, sillier, etc.
there are options galore to do so.. Make sure you unplug any controllers or flight sticks you have plugged up before loading the
game you might end up with the room spin I did. Also I had a few crashes during loading but no issues at all with the actual
gameplay.

I can't yet speak for the overall story, but what little I've played is properly scary and I'm excited to see what this game will
become. I don't usually recommend early access games, but this one has some real potential and is definitely worth the entry
price.

If you have any love at all for horror games, check this one out.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZFdtUb2lgw&feature=youtu.be. If u have a hour to spend, this is the game u want...
maybe... https://youtu.be/D2sFyUEUQqQ

Retro futuristic racing? Count me in.

This game has stood the test of time pretty well. The AI is not bad, the ten tracks are varied and well laid out, and the career is
interesting becuase as you win races you get money to outfit your racer to add more speed and firepower. One caveat, while you
can race with the keyboard I highly recommend a controller or joystick/flightstick for best performance.

So the cons? Well the fact that there are ten vehicles is nice, except they don't seem to actually differ in anyway from each other
in terms of stats. You may as well have one vehicles only. Also the AI does seem to get more weapons than you do, but that only
really becomes a problem on the hard difficulty setting.

So if your after a half decent 'space' racer that offers a decent amount for the low money cost then this could well be worth
adding to your collection.. Loved the retro lo-res graphics and atmospheric music, it took me back to adventure games I played
on my original Macintosh. It reminded me of Pengiun Software's Transylvania. I wish it wasn't so reliant on the hunting/grinding
aspect though, I don't mind the combat and feel it was okay but I enjoyed the traditional point n click gameplay much more.
Maybe I would have liked having alternatives to being forced into combat. I liked everything else very much!! I think the
developer has talent and looking forward to what comes out next.. Who knew driving a forklift could be so fun
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Excelent sandbox game for the engineer within us all.
My only wish is that it would use the steam cloud to save progress between multiple computers.. It's early access yet (01\/29\/14)
so the game is not complete, but what is there is very promising.

Arcane Worlds takes up the same style of game play as the Magic Carpet series put out by BullFrog in 1994. In the intervening
two decades nobody has taken up the gauntlet and offered up such a destructable world. It's not bullet holes and burn marks
slapped up when you miss but burning trees and craters gouged out of the landscape. Even though the roster of spells is only
about half filled the expectation is there; There is no problem that can't be solved with some magic.

The developer is doing everything right and I can't imagine early access on steam was an easy decision. I have no doubts that
single player will eventually become a fully realized spiritual successor to the Magic Carpet style of gameplay. The frustrating
part of this is going to be waiting while the developer keeps up the same quality job implementing the rest of the game. Looking
forward to each new update adding Spells or other game play features, and since I am sure the Dev will be sick of it not going to
compare Arcane Worlds to Magic Carpet again. But it really is well done and unique with a great sense of art design.

Pros
What's there works, and is a professional job! Single Player, the Spells that are currently present, creatures, magic portals,
multiple worlds, and the redoing the landscaping all work and every single part of that looks great.

Cons
It's very early access. Only about half of the spells are in place, an odd choice of mana collector models, and a bare minimum of
creatures to provide mana. Also there is no "dungons & dragons" style story or missions in place yet so frankly it's very very
early access at this point. The biggest problem is the simple fact that the game is early access and not "done".

. This game is strangely addictive and fun. Very fun if you liked the original you'll like this,. A short, but very sweet and easy
casual point-and-click adventure with several original puzzles, and a handful of hidden-object scenes.

The artwork is superb! A careful mix of masterful 2D drawing and 3D animations perfectly captures a zany fairy-tale world.
The character expressions are especially delightful. I say this as someone who has played and reviewed many of these games:
this is some of the best art I have seen in the genre, and would stand its ground against any video games. Bravo!

It's refreshing to see new takes on old puzzle techniques. They're all easy enough, but still get you thinking in new ways.

If there's one negative, it's the music and sound. They're not bad, but the music is a bit old-school plinky plink, and sounds can
be weird. The frog princes, for example, are obviously a recording of some dude going "kwa kwa kwa" into a microphone.

I really wish this game were longer! But I still enjoyed it a lot.. The game was enjoyable. It felt a bit short to me.. A promising
start in the first game in the series is hideously derailed here. This second part becomes almost more about gender and sexuality
issues than superheroes, fully seventy five percent of the characters in this CYOA are either transexual, homosexual, bisexual or
some kind of genderqueer. Normally that's not something that bothers me but it starts actively muscling into the story and
detracting from the overarching plot. The game finally drops all pretense to being about superheroes and crimefighting and
reaches its ultimate nadir when you're shoved into a room where your supporting cast (an effeminate gay, a masculine gay, a
lesbian and two transexuals) argue over who is most oppressed. I am not kidding.
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